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Talal Abu-Ghazaleh
ICT Dictionary

Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Organization (TAG-Org) has issued the second updated version of
TAG-ICT Dictionary after updating its input and inserting a new set of terms used in daily life
due to the fact that past months witnessed the launch of a large number of concepts, terms,
technologies, application and protocols of communication.
HE Dr. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh, TAG-Org chairman, said in the dictionary introduction that ICT
plays a signiﬁcant role in our life and helps our society change into a Knowledge one.
He added that the contribution value of individuals or groups is measured based on the
contributions produced by thought and innovation.
For example, it has been easy and necessary to teach the new generation throughout all stages
using electronic means, and business, banking and government administration.
Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh reiterated his intention to continue updating and developing the
dictionaries issued by TAG-Org which are, in addition to TAG-ICT Dictionary: Talal
Abu-Ghazaleh Intellectual Property Dictionary, TAG Dictionary of Legal Terms, TAG
Accountancy and Business Dictionary, Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Dictionary of Patents and Talal
Abu-Ghazaleh Collocations Dictionary.
He also explained that these publications aim at enriching the Arabic language references and
contribute to knowledge dissemination amongst students and all business sectors through
specialized scientiﬁc and professional publications.
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Mohammed bin Rashid Issues Decrees
Regulating Judicial Bodies in Dubai
DUABI - Vice President and Prime Minister of
U.A.E., His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin
Rashid Al Maktoum, in his capacity as Ruler
of Dubai, has issued two decrees referring the
Director General of Dubai Courts, and the Director
General of Dubai Courts to retirement.
Sheikh Mohammed has also issued a decree
transferring the Senior Advocate General, from
the Public Prosecution office to Dubai Courts and
promoting him to Director General.
Another decree was issued by His Highness by
which Judge Abdul Gader Musa Mohammed
Abdul Rahman is promoted to a Senior Cassation
Judge and appointed as Deputy Director Manager
of Dubai Courts in addition to his position as
Chairman of Dubai’s Rental Dispute Settlement
Centre. All the above mentioned decrees are valid
from the date of issuance and will be published in
the Official Gazette.
Moreover, His Highness Sheikh Mohammed
bin Rashid Al Maktoum has issued a decree
promoting Khalifa Rashid Demas Al Swiadi and
appointing him as Attorney General at the Public
Prosecution office. Sheikh Mohammed has also
issued a law partially amending Law No (6) for
1992 regarding the establishment of the Judicial
Council in Dubai. Article (2) of the law has been
amended as follows: Establishing the Judicial
Council of the emirate of Dubai as follows:
1.Sheikh Maktoum bin Mohammed bin Rashid
Al Maktoum as Chairman 2.Director General of
HH the Ruler’s Court Vice Chairman 3.The Dubai
Attorney General Member 4.Director General
of Dubai Courts Member 5.Chairman of Dubai
Cassation Court Member 6.Chairman of Dubai
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Appeal Court Member 7.Chairman of Dubai First
Instance Court Member 8.General Manager of
Judicial Inspection Member. The Judicial Council
issues its decision by majority voting, and the
Chairman prevails in case of equal voting.
Article (2) of the new law amended Article (7)
of Law No (6) for 1992 to read as follow: «The
Judicial Council will create a Secretariat General
and the secretariat general will be appointed
pursuant to a decree issued by the Ruler, and he
will act according to the rules and regulations
issued by the Judicial Council.» His Highness
Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum has
issued a decree appointing Khalifa Rashid Demas
Al Swiadi as Secretary General of the Judicial
Council in addition to his position in the Public
Prosecution office.
Moreover, His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin
Rashid Al Maktoum has issued a law partially
amending the Judicial Inspection Law No (2)
for 1992. Pursuant to the new law, Article (3)
of Judicial Inspection Law No (2) for 1992 has
been amended to read as follows: «The Judicial
Inspection Division is established and attached
to the Dubai Judicial Council.» His Highness has
also issued a law partially amending Law No (27)
for 2009 regarding Dubai Judicial Institute. The
new law partially amended Law No (27), most
importantly, attaching the Dubai Judicial Institute
to the Dubai Judicial Council.
All decrees and laws are effective from the date
of issuance and to be published in the Official
Gazette.
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Source: Emirates News Agency (WAM)

Ministry of
Economy Signs
MoU with
Seoul-based KIPO
to Strengthen
Cooperation
in Intellectual
Property
SEOUL-The U.A.E Ministry of Economy (MoE) has signed
a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the Seoulbased Korean Intellectual Property Office (KIPO) seeking to
strengthen cooperation in the field of Intellectual Property
(IP) for enhancing the business landscape infrastructure in the
U.A.E.
The MoU was signed between Eng. Mohammed Ahmed Bin
Abdul Aziz Al Shehhi, Undersecretary, Ministry of Economy,
and Kim Young-Min, Commissioner - KIPO, during an official
meeting hosted at the KIPO headquarters in Seoul.
The agreement complements an earlier MoU signed by the
MoE and KIPO in 2010. The latest agreement mandates the
MOE and KIPO to collaborate further in developing Intellectual
Property systems in the U.A.E and commit to substantively
examining the patent applications that have been submitted
from within the U.A.E.
Under the terms of the agreement, a technical team from KIPO
will visit the U.A.E to examine patent applications submitted
to the Ministry of Economy. A total of 2,200 applications are
expected to be processed by the end of this year. The agreement

will also facilitate the setting up of a Patent
Unit within the Ministry of Economy in
accordance with international standards.
The unit will help raise the awareness of
Intellectual Property and patents across
the U.A.E, while promoting the exchange
of information on IP-related systems and
practices. The unit will also initiate patentrelated programs and courses in the U.A.E.
Al Shehhi said that the Ministry of Economy,
in line with the U.A.E Vision 2021, seeks
to strengthen the business environment
through the development of administrative
systems, laws and regulations that help
shape a competitive and sustainable
economy led by qualified national talent.
The U.A.E’s commitment was articulated
for the first time in the agreement signed
to join the World Intellectual Property
Organization (WIPO) in 1974. The country
has since then followed this assurance with
several similar international agreements.
Source: Emirates News Agency (WAM)
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EU Court says
Hyperlinking
Doesn’t Constitute
Copyright
Infringement
LUXEMBOURG - The Court of Justice of the
European Union has handed down a ruling that was an
important one for the internet. The court was hearing
a case that had to do with whether or not the act of
hyperlinking to content online constituted copyright
infringement.
If the court had ruled that linking to content was in
fact copyright infringement, it would have changed
the internet in a fundamental way.

Thankfully, the EU court ruled that hyperlinking to freely
available content on the web isn’t copyright infringement.
The case that the Court of Justice for the EU ruled on was
referred to it by Sweden›s Court of Appeal.
The case focused on a company known as Retriever
Sverige AB, a company that has a subscription service
that links to other content available freely on the
internet. Retriever didn’t think that the people who
wrote the stories it linked to were due any money for
it simply linking to the content. The writers of the
content the company linked to thought they should
be paid.
The EU court ruled in a nutshell that making a clickable
link to content on another website does not lead to the
works being communicated to a new public. Since the
access on the sites linked to wasn’t protected by any
pay gates or other restrictive measures, anyone could
get access to them in the courts eyes.
Source: SlashGear
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Qatar, Jordan to Expand

Judicial Cooperation

AMMAN - Qatar wants to benefit from Jordan’s experience in
enhancing the judicial system to facilitate litigation procedures,
a senior Qatari official said.
During meetings with Prime Minister Abdullah Ensour, Justice
Minister Bassam Talhouni and Judicial Council President
Hisham Tal, Chairman of Qatar’s Supreme Judicial Council
Masoud Ameri expressed his admiration for the Justice
Ministry›s efforts to enhance the legal system and the technical
advancements it has adopted to ease court procedures.
Ameri said Qatar’s «future judges» programme, which was
inspired by Jordan’s judicial reform projects, has proved
successful as reported by Petra.
Meanwhile, the Justice Ministry announced a three-year strategy
to speed up court proceedings and fully automate the judiciary.
The 2014-2016 strategy will also develop the Justice Ministry to
become an efficient institution that will support the independence
of the judiciary and strengthen society’s faith in the judicial
system, according to Talhouni.
In addition, the strategy aims at drafting policies and modern
legislative initiatives, and safeguarding the legal rights and
freedoms of citizens.
Source: Jordan Times
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Registration of
GIs and DOs
with Kosovo IP
Agency Possible
as of January 30
PRISTINA- Further to the entry into force of the Law
on Geographical Indications (GIs) and Designations
of Origin (DOs) last July, the Ministry of Trade and
Industry approved the Administrative Instruction no.
05/2014 on registration procedure for the GIs and
DOs and the Administrative Instruction no. 04/2014
on official fees for the registration of GIs and DOs.
The administrative instructions entered into force on
January 30, 2014.
The Administrative Instruction no. 05/2014 provides
detailed information on the procedures prescribed
by the law, namely the procedures of application,
registration, publication, recordal of changes, renewal,
termination of validity, etc.
Source: Petosevic
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RPG Life Loses Domain
Name Battle

MUMBAI - A complaint filed by RPG Life
Sciences, a pharmaceutical company that is
part of the diversified RPG Group, against the
owner of the domain name ‹rpglife.com› has
been denied by an international arbitration
panel. Interestingly, the owner has now
offered to sell the domain name to RPG Life.

of Warcraft (WOW) are variants of RPGs.
RPG Life Sciences filed the complaint with
the World Intellectual Property Organization
(WIPO), an international arbitration service
provider for settlement of domain name
disputes. Typically, if the arbitrator finds that
the disputed domain name was registered and
used in ‹bad faith›, it can be transferred to the
The disputed domain name, ‹rpglife.com›, complainant.
redirected internet users to a role playing
game (RPG) website. RPGs are an extremely A domain name is said to be registered in bad
popular genre of gaming where the players faith if it is not used for any legitimate purpose
assume the roles of characters in fictional ,but for cyber-squatting when domain names
settings. Classics such as Dungeons & of reputed companies are acquired only to sell
Dragons (D&D), Final Fantasy and World them at a profit.
Source: Times of India
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Developers Protest Candy Crush
Maker’s ‹candy› Trademark with
Hackathon
LONDON- Independent game developers
are fighting back against Candy Crush Saga
developer King’s attempt to prevent other
companies from using the words «candy»
or «saga» in any game-related context by
releasing a flurry of candy-themed games.

«candy» in Europe from a now-defunct
company and had filed an application to
duplicate that trademark with the United States
Patent and Trademark Office. The company
already owns trademarks for «saga.»
Following those transactions, King began
sending cease-and-desist letters to developers
using those words in their games. Among the
recipients was Stoic, makers of Banner Saga,
a popular viking-themed role-playing game,
who had applied for a trademark of their own.

Independent game distributor itc «h.io»
organized the event, called Candy Jam, as a
sort of peaceful protest against King following
news that the company was asserting
trademarks covering the words «candy»
and «saga» against smaller developers. The
hackathon was created, its website says, A firestorm of publicity accompanied the
«because trademarking common words is letters, and King representatives attempted
ridiculous.»
to tamp down the blaze by posting an open
letter to the community regarding Intellectual
Organizers are calling on smaller developers Property.
to create and release candy-themed games
whereas developers are asked to «make a «At its simplest, our policy is to protect our IP
game involving candies» and «consider using and to also respect the IP of others,» the letter
the word ‹candy› several times.»
reads. It goes on to compare the «candy»
trademarks to those of more famous companies
King purchased the trademark for the word like Time Magazine, Sun Microsystems, and
even Apple.
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Source: Apple Insider
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Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Organization (TAG-Org) has issued the second updated version of
TAG-ICT Dictionary after updating its input and inserting a new set of terms used in daily life
due to the fact that past months witnessed the launch of a large number of concepts, terms,
technologies, application and protocols of communication.
HE Dr. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh, TAG-Org chairman, said in the dictionary introduction that ICT
plays a signiﬁcant role in our life and helps our society change into a Knowledge one.
He added that the contribution value of individuals or groups is measured based on the
contributions produced by thought and innovation.
For example, it has been easy and necessary to teach the new generation throughout all stages
using electronic means, and business, banking and government administration.
Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh reiterated his intention to continue updating and developing the
dictionaries issued by TAG-Org which are, in addition to TAG-ICT Dictionary: Talal
Abu-Ghazaleh Intellectual Property Dictionary, TAG Dictionary of Legal Terms, TAG
Accountancy and Business Dictionary, Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Dictionary of Patents and Talal
Abu-Ghazaleh Collocations Dictionary.
He also explained that these publications aim at enriching the Arabic language references and
contribute to knowledge dissemination amongst students and all business sectors through
specialized scientiﬁc and professional publications.
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Where We Operate
General Administration
Email: taglegal@tag-legal.com

Kabul, Afghanistan
Email: asia@tag-legal.com

Abu Dhabi, UAE
Email: abudhabi@tag-legal.com

Karachi, Pakistan
Email: asia@tag-legal.com

Algeria, Algeria
Email: mea@tag-legal.com

Khartoum, Sudan
Email: mea@tag-legal.com

Amman, Jordan
Email: jordan@tag-legal.com

Kuwait City, Kuwait
Email: kuwait@tag-legal.com

Ankara, Turkey
E-mail: turkey@tag-legal.com

Manama, Kingdom of Bahrain
Email: bahrain@tag-legal.com

Baghdad, Iraq
Email: iraq@tag-legal.com

Moscow, Russia
Email: eu@tag-legal.com

Beirut, Lebanon
Email: lebanon@tag-legal.com

Muscat, Oman
Email: oman@tag-legal.com

Cairo, Egypt
Email: egypt@tag-legal.com

New Delhi, India
Email: asia@tag-legal.com

Damascus, Syria
Email: syria@tag-legal.com

Nicosia, Cyprus
Email: eu@tag-legal.com

Casablanca, Morocco
Email: mea@tag-legal.com

Ramallah, Palestine
Email: mea@tag-legal.com

Doha, Qatar
Email: qatar@tag-legal.com

Riyadh, KSA
Email: ksa@tag-legal.com

Dubai, UAE
Email: uae@tag-legal.com

Sana’a, Yemen
Email: yemen@tag-legal.com

Erbil, Iraq
Email: iraq@tag-legal.com

Shanghai, China
Email: asia@tag-legal.com

Jebel Ali Free Zone Area, UAE
Email: Jafza@tag-legal.com

Tunis, Tunisia
Email: mea@tag-legal.com

Jeddah, KSA
Email: jeddah@tag-legal.com
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